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thousands of people to the farm in October, but only 
thousands in the oT-season.” 

te solution? “Instead of trying to get 10,000 
people to come to us,” explains Joe, “we go to where 
there are tens of thousands of people.”  

tat was the thinking behind the family’s newest 
venturefserving their cider, fried pies and other 
products out of trailers at various festivals and other 
events, including the Kentucky Derby and NASCAR 
races at Charlo—e Motor Speedway. Yes, it brings in 
revenue and keeps staT employed, but like the U-pick 
operation, the trailers themselves help to promote the 
rest of the family business. 

“On our trailers,” says Joe, “we have a li—le [TV 
monitor] that shows video footage of everything we 
do at the farm. We get a chance to talk to all these 
people and invite them to come see our farm. It’s a 
great way to promote what we do.”  

It’s the same spirit of innovation that has fueled the 
Mercier family’s drive for the past 68 years. Beginning 
with just 27 acres, Mercier Orchards continues to 
grow into new directions. Now, as a fourth generation 
of the family begins working in the business, there are 
even plans for a larger restaurant and complex on the 
property that will host weddings, small concerts and 
other events. 

“For us, diversiffcation is the key to a successful 
farm operation,” says Tim. When one operation has 
a tough year, the others can typically help sofien the 
blow. Even afier a devastating late freeze in 2007 that 
nearly wiped out the Merciers’ crops, the business 
managed to get by with the help of the market, bakery 
and other units. 

But what fuels the family drive, says Tim, is 
passion. “Look at the long-term successful farmsfI 
don’t care what they’re growingfthey have 
enthusiasm for what they’re doing. If you’ve got that 
passion, you’ve got a shot at success.” 

It was that zeal and energy, adds Tim, that got his 
mother and father into farming to begin with, and 
what motivates Ms. Adele to protect her apples. 

“I love every one of them,” she says, still smiling. 
“And this farm is wonderful.”   

“i sweAr, FAcebook wAs designed For businesses 

like ours,” says Joe Foster of Mericer Orchards.

Joe says that Mercier began using the social media channel last 

year and has since been “friended” by about 7,000 people, many of 

whom learned about the orchard’s Facebook presence while in the 

Merciers’ market. Those friends have opted to receive updates via 

Facebook, which is hugely helpful to a U-pick operation that grows 

multiple varieties of fickle fruit that don’t give much notice as to when 

they’ll be ready for harvest. 

“Before you can promote something on the farm, you’ve got 

to make sure you actually have it,” he explains. Facebook gets 

the word out quickly in a targeted fashion to those people who’ve 

declared their interest in the orchard. 

“Facebook is subtle advertising,” says Joe, who links friends on 

the social media service to the Mercier Orchards website, where the 

family sells many of its products. “Our customers have the luxury of 

skipping over it if they don’t want to see it. It’s not in their face, so to 

speak,” he says, realizing the irony of the statement. 

“It’s just the perfect complement to everything that we do.”

Promoting Fickle Fruit

my .com

Witness the beauty and fun of fall harvest in 

the mountains and learn more about Mercier 

Orchards at go.myfarmlife.com/mercier.

The Merciers use MAson TrAcTor co.

in Blue Ridge, Ga., for all of their tractor needs. 

Says Tim Mercier, “We’ve worked with the 

Masons for more than 50 years. They know 

us and our business, and they’ve always been there when we need 

something. Why change when you have the best?”

As for the Massey Ferguson® 2680 HD utility tractor the Merciers got 

from Mason, Joe Foster says, “It’s one sweet ride. The transmission is 

smooth and it’s really comfortable. I wish we could buy two of them.”
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